This summer, as part of our digital expansion, the Lloyd unveils *Between the Leaves*, a podcast series that unearths stories of nature, science and history inspired by Lloyd books and manuscripts. Host Elissa Yancey, a Cincinnati-based journalist and educator passionate about Lloyd collections, brings them to life through this monthly podcast. Funding for the launch and October episode comes from a FotoFocus Emergency Arts grant.

### Inaugural Lloyd Podcast with Dr. Hardy Eshbaugh

The premiere episode of *Between the Leaves* explores the beginnings of Ohio's largest and most biodiverse nature preserve--The Richard and Lucile Durrell Edge of Appalachia Preserve System in Adams County. Join Hardy Eshbaugh, Professor Emeritus of Botany at Miami University, for an introduction to the group of conservationists determined to protect the land and its geological and botanical riches.

### New Podcast Episode with DeVere Burt

*Between the Leaves*’ newest episode, *Cincinnati’s Micro-Bug Master Artist*, spotlights one of Cincinnati's pioneering 20th century scientists, Annette Braun, who understood that nature's beauty reaches beyond sweeping landscapes and includes creatures invisible to the naked eye. Naturalist and artist DeVere Burt shares her story, the first woman to earn a PhD at the University of Cincinnati and an impeccable artist whose fascination with tiny moths led to the discovery of hundreds of new species.

### COVID-19's Impact on Integrative Health & Wellness
When: August 12, 7-8 p.m.  
Where: Virtual Program

Join Holistic Clinical Pharmacist Dr. Cathy Rosenbaum online as she discusses the shift toward combining the external, physical and technological successes of healthcare with the exploration of healing and disease prevention models. Following the presentation, attendees will have the opportunity to discuss the impact of several areas of integrative intervention on post-COVID-19 quarantine life. Reservations required. Click [here](#) for more information and to make a reservation.
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**The Lloyd is Now Open for Research by Appointment Only**
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